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Abstract. In this paper we present UAuth, a two-layer authentica-
tion framework that provides more security assurances than two-factor
authentication while offering a simpler authentication experience. When
authenticating, users first verified their static credentials (such as pass-
word, fingerprint, etc.) in the local layer, then submit the OTP-signed
response generated by their device to the server to complete the server-
layer authentication. We also propose the three-level account association
mechanism, which completes the association of devices, users and ser-
vices, establishing a mapping from a user’s device to the user’s accounts
in the Internet. Users can easily gain access to different service via a
single personal device. Our goal is to provide a quick and convenient
SSO-like login process on the basis of security authentication. To meet
the goal, we implement our UAuth, and evaluate our designs.
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1 Introduction

As the network’s development and popularity of the Internet, many people today
have multiple accounts in the Internet. If one uses different and unrelated pass-
words for each account, the coming up with secured passwords to remember is
a very challenging task for him. Single Sign-On (SSO) allows users to sign in
numerous relying party (RP) websites using one single identity provider (IdP)
account. Therefore, users are relieved from the huge burden of registering many
online accounts and remembering many passwords. However, it just reduces
the problem of securely authenticating to relying parties to the one of securely
authenticating to an identity provider. It does not, in fact, address the issue
of securely authenticating. Now some popular SSO services (e.g., OpenID [9])
still use the traditional password authentication. An adversary who manages to
steal the password in IdP from a legitimate user can impersonate that user to
the trusted RPs, which leads to a chain reaction of resource misuse. Recently,
some password leaks [7] highlight the current traditional password authentica-
tion vulnerability. Though some additional encryption measures have been taken,
users transmit the hash of password instead of plain text or transmit above SSL.
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The emergence of powerful password-cracking platforms [10] or the use of vulner-
abilities [1] has enabled attackers to recover the original passwords in an efficient
manner, an attacker can still impersonate a legitimate user login into the web-
site using the recovered password. We can find that all these vulnerabilities arise
primarily due to the sensitive authentication credentials (e.g., password) are ver-
ified in the server layer, the credentials are not dynamic and are transmitted over
the insecure Internet. Each time when user login into a website, they use the
same credentials, so if an attacker steals the credentials, he can impersonate the
user at any time without worry about the password failure.

We propose Uniform Authentication (UAuth), a two-layer authentication
framework. In addition to the server layer verification, a local layer verifica-
tion is provided. The sensitive static authentication credentials are verified in
local layer while the dynamic credential is verified after submit to the server
layer. The unpredictability of the credentials and multi-layer authentication
make the attacker have no approach to access the sensitive data, significantly
improves the security of the authentication. The UAuth also provides a three-
level account association about the mobile terminal, the account in UAuth and
the account in SP, which significantly reduces identity management and authen-
tication infrastructure complexity. FIDO (Fast IDentity Online) Alliance [5] has
proposed similar ideas, from its newly published specifications we can find that
it concentrates little on Federated Login. And the discussion is based only on
the high-level description. We make some improvement from it and develop a
system that runs correctly. We also give the detailed implementation.

2 Related Work

Two-factor authentication, such as Google 2-Step Verification [4], utilizes two
factors from independent channel when authenticating. But if users reuse pass-
words across different websites [14], at which point once the attacker get the
password in the site which employ two-factor authentication, they would be able
to impersonate the user in other sites which don’t employ two-factor authentica-
tion [3,12]. It will also lead to poor user experience when copy the string of the
OTP from a mobile phone to the login page. Czeskis et al. present PhoneAuth
[13], an authentication method that does not require operation of the phone.
In its strict mode, there is no user interaction necessary during a login, other
than typing the username and password. However, without user’s operations,
the automatic authentication can also lead to potential threats. At the same
time, with the increase of account, the device that authentication requires also
increases, it is quite inconvenient either in portability or cost.

Kontaxis et al. present SAuth [17]. A protocol for synergy-based enhanced
authentication. But it is obviously that it’s a single factor authentication method,
the security has not greatly improved. The YubiKey [6] by Yubico is a kind of
authentication token, users can use the One-Time Code that Yubikey gener-
ates as the second factor. However, it also meets the problem that two-factor
authentication encounters, such as the password reuse and the portability issues.
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Several promising services are now available at various stages of polish, each
with their own vision of user identification and authentication. The study by
Bonneau et al. in 2012 lists some popular authentication mechanisms and crit-
ically analyzes them via a framework of 25 different “benefits” that authenti-
cation mechanisms should provide [11]. Reference [13] also give an evaluation
about their work using the framework. We agree with most of the analysis and
rate our system under that framework.

3 Threat Model

We allow adversaries to obtain the user’s password - either through phishing or
by social engineering attacks, but he can’t simultaneously get the password and
the user’s mobile terminal. The browser in the fixed terminal uses the certificate
in AP to establish an SSL connection with the server. We assume that the data
in the mobile terminal is stored in security storage, only certain procedures can
access their own resources. The attackers can perform software attacks against
the terminal and install, modify or compromise all software components installed
on the terminal. But it’s obviously that they are unable to visit the data belongs
to UAuth application in the security storage. The attacker is also able to deploy
some malware on the user’s machine, such as a keylogger. The malware have the
access to the document in the user’s machine and they can also visit the data
in the browser. However, the attacker is not able to simultaneously compromise
the user’s PC and user’s mobile terminal.

Since there will be some sensitive data transmission between the mobile ter-
minal, the user’s PC and the UAuth server during the initial authentication
step, the attacker may directly access the data easily. But considering that the
frequency of these cases is low. We choose to focus on the subsequent case after
the initial step.

4 Architecture

4.1 System Model

Our system model is depicted in Fig. 1. The design consists of several categories
of components: Authenticate Plug-in (AP) in the fixed terminal (B), mobile ter-
minal (M), Validate Server (VS), Validation Cache (VC), UAuth Web Server
(WS), Server Provider (SP). They have completed the three-level association
system: the binding, authorization, management between the mobile terminal
identification information (OID), the user account in WS (UID) and the user
account in SP (SPID). Using UID as the medium, users can use their own termi-
nal to get access to the Internet service. Moreover, all the association is controlled
by WS, and WS is able to create a management module to complete the multi-
binding, which means users are capable of binding more than one terminal or SP
to their own UID. As can be seen from Fig. 2, multiple OID as well as SPID are
bound to UID. So when authenticating, user can choose the appropriate device
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Fig. 1. System model Fig. 2. Three-level account association

to visit the Internet service he wants. Three-level account association has greatly
increased the convenience and flexibility of authentication.

VS provide registration functions, all the mobile terminals need to be reg-
istered in it prior to use. It will negotiate the OID and the key that used to
generate the OTP (One Time Password [2]) with mobile terminals, store these
data and update it to the VC. VC is a caching server for the data in VS, which
is physical proximity to the WS. Each time after WS submits the OID and
response, it can efficiently determine whether the OID and response correspond
or not. WS is the core part of UAuth, with which user can manage their UID and
account binding (UID and OID binding, UID and SPID binding). Users need to
get the credential of SPID from WS when they are authenticating to SP. The
mobile terminal can be various, but they all provide a local layer authentication
method. The terminal registers itself to the VS by negotiating the key used to
generate the OTP and telling the server it’s OID. It would not generate the OTP
to achieve the server layer authentication unless the local layer authentication
is succeeded. AP is a customized functional component installed in use’s fixed
terminal, it helps to complete the authentication by establishing a communica-
tion between the WS and user’s mobile terminal. It also informs the WS of the
presence of a mobile terminal, and relays the encrypted authentication stream
to WS. SP is the entity that provides Internet services, it needs to establish a
trust relation with WS and build a secure communication channel.

4.2 UAuth Details

Initialization. Before login with this method, users have to initialize the mobile
phone and the fixed terminal.

The user installs the authentication application in the mobile phone and
initializes it. It will connect to the VS server to register itself, negotiate to get the
user’s mobile phone private certificate. The certificate is used to identify itself,
and establish an SSL session with fixed terminal. While they also negotiate to get
the OID, as well as to get key K which used to generate OTP. After successful
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Fig. 3. Protocol details

registration, VS will update the registration information to VC. The user should
also bind his UID to OID and SPID respectively in the WS page.

The user also has to install the AP in fixed terminal, which assist to achieve
a complete login process.

Protocol Details. When users are authenticating with SP, they have to suc-
cessfully authenticate to our WS via a two-layer authentication: after the local
layer verification on the mobile terminal, users will forward the response gen-
erated by the mobile terminal on-the-fly to the WS, then obtain the credential
of SP account and login to SP. As shown in Fig. 3, a complete authentication
requires these steps. Since in our framework the mobile terminal is not limited
to a certain type, which can be a variety of devices, in this paper we use smart
phone as an example to illustrate a specific process.

If one uses UAuth to sign in the website SP, the page will redirect to the login
page on WS (step 1). WS generates a QR code with a random string S in it and
displays it on the use’s browser. Meanwhile, the AP in the browser will establish
a temporary Wi-Fi access point using the information calculated from S (step
2). The user will unlock the UAuth application in the Mobile Terminal M, which
is the local authentication procedure. Then scan the QR code displayed on the
browser to get S, M uses the same method like AP to calculate the information
from S, with the information M connects to the access point in B and establishes
an SSL session at last (step 3). M generates σ and replies it to B (step 4). After
SSL decryption, AP obtains the data in σ and encrypts it with KWB , then
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forwards σ1 to WS through the SSL session. AP will close the temporary Wi-Fi
access point once it receives the data from M (step 5). WS gets σ1 and decrypts
it, verifies S that it is generated by WS and it is not expired. Upon successful
verification, WS forwards the OID, S and Sig to VC and submits a request
to verify the validity of these data (step 6). VC verifies OID and Sig, and
responds to WS with the result (step 7). If validation passes, it means that the
UID account OID bound to login successful. WS page displays the SP accounts
that the UID has bound with. The user is required to select the SP account
which he wants to login into SP. WS will randomly generate a Authorization
Code mapping to the selected SP account. Finally WS returns a link that will
redirect to SP with parameters, which contain Authorization Code (step 8). B
submit the Authorization Code to SP so SP can gain the authorization of SPID
with it (step 9–11). Finally, SP show the login result on B (step 12).

Discussion. A complete login process of UAuth consists of two-layer authenti-
cation. For user’s personal device is varied, they may select a smartphone, a USB
token, a fingerprint reader or others as an authentication terminal. It enables
users to choose a appropriate method depending on the device they are using.
For example, user can use password verification when they use their phone or
use their fingerprint to authentication with their fingerprint reader. A success
verification of user’s password or other authentication information in local layer,
prove that user has the corresponding authentication device, and the device is
not used by a impersonate user. The server layer authentication of OTP-signed
response generated by the mobile device, indicate the user who is authenticating
and prove that the legitimate user is using the correct device to login again.
Since OTP is changing with time, even if an attacker to crack the encrypted
channel and get the response, OTP at this time is likely to have been in ineffec-
tive. The signature of the data in the transfer process also protects the integrity
of the data, with it an attacker is difficult to modify or forgery the data. The
use of the combination of the two layers, either prevents the attacker to steal the
static password when transmitting in the insecure network, or protects the data
in user’s device from being read and used when the device is lost, at the same
time the response validation ensures the security in authentication process.

5 Implementation and Evaluation

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of UAuth, we implemented the system
discussed in Sect. 4, which includes Authenticate Plug-in (AP) in Chrome web
browser, Validate Server (VS), Validation Cache (VC),UAuth Web Server (WS)
and Android application.

We evaluated our system using Bonneau et al.’s framework of 25 different
“benefits” that authentication mechanisms should provide, and analyzed our
work from three aspects: the usability, deployability and security. We also include
the incumbent passwords, Google 2-step verification, PhoneAuth and SAuth as
a baseline. The results of our evaluation are shown in Table 1.
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Usability. In the usability arena, since there is little user interaction necessary
during a login, and existence of private mobile terminal certificate enabling that
one mobile terminal can be bound to multiple UID, and the UID can bind a
plurality of SPID, so it is Scalable-for-Users. It is Easy-to-Learn and Easy-
to-Use because users only need to enter a password and use the mobile to scan
the QR code once, which also makes it does not have Memorywise-Effortless,
Nothing-to-Carry and Physically-Effortless. We rated it as somewhat provid-
ing the Infrequent-Errors benefit since they will cause an error if the wireless
connection does not work or if the mobile terminal in not available. Similar to
Google 2-step Verification, it somewhat provides the Easy-Recovery-from-Loss
because of the inconvenience of having to replace the phone is then compounded
by the fact that the lost phone also holds the secrets.

Deployability. Accessing the deployability benefits comes down to evaluat-
ing how much change would be required in current systems in order to get our
proposed system adopted. In UAuth system, since the authentication is com-
pleted by the phone in conjunction with local password, and requires AP to
play a role in the process, Accessible, Negligible-Cost-Per-User and Browser-
Compatible is somewhat provided. For general SP server, it only needs to be
modified to be compatible with UAuth, the change is little so it is somewhat
Server-Compatible.

Security. Since the UAuth employs both local password and OTP, it can meet
most of the security properties. When faced with phishing and eavesdropping, it
would have a good security performance. However, some real-time attack makes
it vulnerable. The adversary may steal the sensitive data in this attack, so it
somewhat provides Resilient-to-Internal-Observation benefits.

Conclusion. In Table 1, it can be seen that UAuth owns a good performance
in the evaluation and get a high score in the ease of Usability, Deployability and
Security.

Performance. We evaluated the performance of our implementation of UAuth:
(1) the time required to establish the Wi-Fi access point, (2) the time required
to establish the connection between the fixed terminal and the mobile terminal,
and (3) the time required to complete the UID login process. That is to say we
measure the time between the step 1–8, this can reflect the total performance
since the step 9–12 spends little time that can be ignored (usually less than
0.2 s). The result of our measurements averaged over 50 protocol runs are shown
in Table 2. Remove the time of user operations (such as take their phone out
of their pocket and unlock it), the total time of a complete login process most
spent on establishing a Wi-Fi access point and the connection between the mobile
terminal and fixed terminal. They are about 1.1 s and 4.2 s. And our solutions
requires about 11.4 s for the whole process. Note that for a user that uses 2-factor
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Table 1. Comparison of UAuth against password, Google 2-step Verification,
PhoneAuth and SAuth using Bonneau et al.’s evaluation framework. ‘y’ means the
benefit is provided, ‘s’ means the benefit is somewhat provided, while blank means the
benefit is not provided

login service, he will type a username and password, and copy the OTP from
the mobile phone to the page, which will take an average login time of 24.5 s
[13]. Login has speed up with our system, while at the same time improving the
login experience to simple input and scan operations.

Table 2. Performance of UAuth

Wi-Fi access point Connection Total

Avg. Time(s) 1.1 4.2 11.4

[Min, Max](s) [0.7, 1.8] [2.5, 9.2] [6.8, 19.3]

6 Conclusion

We have presented UAuth, a two-layer authentication framework. It enables
users to enjoy the security benefits of using the physic device to authenticate:
use the OTP generated by the device in the two-layer authentication. At the same
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time, users receive the convenience of the SSO-like login: user can visit more than
one SPID with their UID in the three-level account association. Specifically, in
local authentication, users can choose a correct way to authenticate depending
on their own device, The variety of personal devices and its flexibility also make
our UAuth have a good performance in authentication.

We implemented and evaluated UAuth, and we get a conclusion that the
UAuth has a relatively good performance in safety and user experience, it will
enhance the current authentication technology on the web today.
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